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METROLOGY WITH SYNCHROTRON RADIATION 

When synchrotron radiation began to be utilized 
for spectroscopic investigations in the 1950s [1], 
the characteristics of this electromagnetic radia-
tion emitted by relativistic electrons or positrons 
in circular accelerators had already been thor-
oughly described in theory within the scope of 
classical electrodynamics [2]. Thus, from an early 
stage, the calculability of synchrotron radiation 
in connection with the spectrum extended far in 
the direction of short wavelengths was utilized 
for source-based radiometry and the calibration 
of energy-dispersive detectors, spectrometers 
or radiation-sources [1, 3]. Since the 1960s, the 
American metrology institute NIST (National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, formerly: 
National Bureau of Standards, NBS) has oper-
ated the accelerator facility SURF (I, II, III) for 
radiometry in the spectral ranges of ultraviolet 
(UV), vacuum UV (VUV) and extreme UV (EUV) 
radiation [4–6].  
A little later, PTB started to carry out the 
respective work at a 140 MeV synchrotron in 
Braunschweig [7] as well as at the Deutsches 
Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY in Hamburg [8]. 
Due to the decision to integrate a planned storage 
ring project of its own in the Berlin electron 
storage ring BESSY I, metrology with synchrotron 
radiation considerably gained in importance and 
potential at PTB. In March 1979, a respective basic 
agreement was signed. At BESSY I, PTB operated 
a radiometry laboratory from the first electron 
beam storage in December 1981. This lab was 
continuously enlarged and increasingly utilized 
until the end of operation of BESSY I in November 
1999 [9–11]. Besides source-based radiometry 
with the storage ring as a primary radiation source 
standard for calculable synchrotron radiation 
[12, 13], the detector-based radiometry with 
electrically calibrated substitution cryogenic radio-
meters could also be established there as primary 
detector standards [14, 15] as well as reflecto m-

etry as a relative procedure [16, 17]. Also Great 
Britain  [18], Japan [19, 20] and Russia [21–23] 
used synchrotron radiation from an early stage. 

Although radiometry counts among the first 
applications of synchrotron radiation, the focus 
was, and still is, however, on materials research, 
i.e. the investigation of atoms, molecules, sur-
faces, layer systems and – in general – of hard 
and soft matter [24–27]. For this purpose, more 
than 60 accelerators worldwide are available [28], 
from the more than 50-year-old SURF facility to 
the modern X-ray lasers FLASH, LCLS, SACLA 
or FERMI. Today, metrology with synchrotron 
radiation is mainly dealt with by NIST and PTB, 
whereby – during the last 30 years – PTB has taken 
on a leading position. More than 60 PTB staff 
members currently use the storage ring BESSY II 
of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) [29] in 
Berlin-Adlershof (especially in the EUV and X-ray 
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Figure 1: 

Calculated photon lux or spectral radiant power curves for the Metrology Light 
Source (MLS) and BESSY II at various energies of the stored electrons. The 
curves refer both to the bending magnet and to Wiggler (W125) or undulator 
radiation (U125, U49) in various harmonics.
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range) as well as the PTB-owned Metrology Light 
Source (MLS) [30] (which has been developed and 
is operated by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin) for 
basic radiometry and for metrological applications 
in research and development [31]. 

With the change from BESSY I to BESSY II in 
1999 and the start of the user operation at the MLS 
in the year 2008, not only the useable spectral 
range shown in Figure 1 towards both short and 
long wavelengths was considerably enlarged but 
also – based on radiometry – new measurement 
technology for metrologically well-founded 
material investigations – such as reference-free 
X-ray fluorescence analysis – was taken on. This 
has opened up a broad spectrum of applications 
for PTB’s unique measurement capabilities in 
the field of metrology with synchrotron radi-
ation, e.g. within the scope of the European 
Metrology Research Programme, EMRP (or EMPIR, 
respectively).

Figures 2 and 3 as well as Table 1 provide 
overviews of the laboratories and beamlines used 
by PTB in Berlin-Adlershof at the MLS and at 
BESSY II, including the so-called BAMline of 
the BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research 
and Testing (B5). The calculability of synchro-
tron radiation requires the precise determination 
of the storage ring parameters [32] and is used 
within the scope of source-based radiometry at the 
white-light beamlines M2a or B3a, as well as at the 
BAMline B5 for the calibration of energy-disper-
sive detection systems. At BESSY II, they mainly 
include energy-dispersive X-ray detectors, e.g. for 
use in reference-free X-ray spectrometry [33]. At 
the MLS, e.g. spectrometers and energy-dispersive 
telescope systems for the extra-terrestrial solar 
observation are characterized in the spectral range 
of UV, VUV and EUV radiation [34]. Also at the 
respective neighboring measuring set-ups M2b 
and B3b, this refers to spectrometers for UV, VUV 
and EUV radiation whose calibration will be trans-
ferred to secondary radiation source standards, e.g. 
within the scope of services [35]. The general cal-
ibration of radiation detectors, however, is carried 

out via detector-based radiometry, with cryogenic 
radiometers as primary standards. By means of 
the cryogenic radiometers, the radiant power of 
monochromatized synchrotron radiation can be 
measured very precisely [36]. Thereby, the entire 
spectral range – from the UV up to hard X-rays 
– can be continuously covered at the monochro-
mator beamlines M3 (EUV reflectom etry, EUVR) 
and M4 (Normal Incidence Monochromator, NIM) 
as well as B1, B2a and B5. Optimized for high 
stability and spectral purity, also reflectom- 
etry with very low uncertainties is carried out at 
the same beamlines as well as at the beamline B2b 
(X-ray Pencil Beam Facility, XPBF) – a relative 
measurement method which does not require a 
primary standard [37].

Source- and detector-based radiometry and 
reflectometry are used – within the scope of 
services – to calibrate radiation sources and 
photodetectors and to characterize optical com-
ponents. However, the measurement capabilities 
are extensively to work on – partly – very complex 
measurement tasks within the scope of coopera-
tion projects with external partners from research 
and industry. Besides the characterization of space 
instruments [34] or contributions to photon diag-
nostics of X-ray laser radiation [38], the extensive 
work on the characterization of optical systems for 
EUV lithography, which is carried out at the beam-
lines M3 and B1 especially in cooperation with 
the Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH, is of special impor-
tance here [39]. By using scattering methods, also 
the roughnesses of multilayer mirrors as well as 
nanostructures, e.g. at EUV lithography masks, 
can be investigated [40]. Moreover, the beamline 
B2a (Four-Crystal Monochromator, FCM) is used 
for measurements and experiments on dimen-
sional nanometrology, where the methods of 
X-ray reflectometry [37] and small-angle X-ray 
scattering are applied, in addition to layer systems 
and nanostructured surfaces, to characterize 
nanoparticles, above all [41]. A large part of this 
work takes place within the scope of the European 
Research Metrology Programme EMRP (or EMPIR, 
respectively) as well as the work on X-ray spec-
trometry [33] which, in turn, concentrates on the 
beamlines B4b (Plane-reflection Grating Monochro-
mator, PGM), B2a and B5 and on the detection of 
X-ray fluorescence for material analysis. As radio-
metrically calibrated instrumentation is used for 
this purpose, the use of reference material can be 
dispensed with to a large extent, which is of partic-
ular importance for the quantification of complex 
sample systems, e.g. in the fields of microelectron-
ics, photovoltaics or battery research.

Approaches made to quantify material proper-
ties on a metrological basis are meanwhile pursued 
at the MLS also in cooperation with external 
working groups, especially of the Berlin univer-

Figure 2: 
Beamlines and 
instrumentation at 
the Metrology Light 
Source (MLS). 
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sities. At the beamline M1c (Insertion Device 
Beamline, IDB), the focus is mainly on UV/VUV 
ellipsometry and electron spectroscopy at surfaces 
and thin layers [42], and at the IR beamline M6, on 
micro spectrometry and on scattered-light scan-
ning nearfield optical microscopy (s-SNOM) [43]. 
MLS has been optimized as the worldwide first 
storage ring for the generation of particularly 
intensive coherent synchrotron radiation in the 
THz range and offers very good possibilities at the 
dedicated THz beamline M5 for the utilization of 
radiation in this spectral range [44]. 

This special edition of PTB-Mitteilungen gives 
a topical survey of the work carried out by PTB Figure 3: Beamlines and instrumentation in the PTB laboratory at BESSY II.  

Table 1: Beamlines and instrumentation at the Metrology Light Source (MLS) and in the PTB laboratory at BESSY II.

Photon energy

B1 SX700 B II Dipole Plane grating 50 eV to 1900 eV 103 to 104 1011 0.3 · 1.0 2.0 · 0.5

B2a FCM B II Dipole Four crystal 1750 eV to 11 keV 104 1011 0.5 · 0.2 1.2 · 0.3

B2b XPBF B II Dipole
Channel-cut crystal / 
Multilayer

1.0 keV; 2.8 keV; 7.6 keV 104 106 0.1 · 0.1 0.005 · 0.005

B3a White-light beamline B II Dipole

B3b Source calibration B II Dipole Normal incidence 3 eV to 30 eV

B3c EUV irradiation B II Dipole Transmission filter > 5 nm, broadband up to 1017 ≥ 1 · 1 (variable)  80 · 20

B4a
Direct undulator 
radiation

B II U49

B4b PGM B II U49 Plane grating 40 eV to 1860 eV 103 to 104 108 to 1013 0.14  ·  
(0.015 to 1)

0.6 · 0.4

B5 BAMline B II WLS
Double crystal / 
Double multilayer

8 keV to 60 keV 103 107 1 · 1 0.03 · 0.03

Beamline/measuring set-up Source Monochromator Spectral range Spectral  

resolving power

Photon flux  Beam size

(hor. · vert.)

Divergence      

(hor. · vert.)

Wavelength / s–1 / mm2 / mrad2

M1a VUV irradiation MLS U125 Reflection filter ≥ 40 nm Broadband 1013 3  ·  3 ≤ 1 · 1

M1b
Direct undulator 
radiation

MLS U125

M1c IDB MLS U125
NI-GI reflection 
grating cPGM

4 nm to 400 nm 103 1012 ≤ 2 · 2 
(variable)

≤ 0.7 · 1.0

M1d IR undulator radiation MLS U125

M1e 90° undulator radiation MLS U125 500 nm to 1500 nm Broadband

M2a White-light beamline MLS Dipole

M2b Source calibration MLS Dipole Seya/Toroidal grating 7 nm to 400 nm

M3 EUVR MLS Dipole Plane grating 5 nm to 50 nm 103 1012 ≤ 2 · 2 
(variable) 

≤ 4 · 2 
(variable 

M4 NIM MLS Dipole Normal incidence 40 nm to 400 nm 102 1010 to 1012 ≤ 3 · 2 ≤ 13 · 10

M5 THz MLS Dipole FTIR 100 µm to 7 mm 101 to 103 1 · 1 (focus)
80 · 80 
(collimated)

M6 IR MLS Dipole FTIR 600 nm to 1000 µm 102 to 104 up to 1017  1.0 · 0.7  
(focus)

50 · 30 
(collimated)
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in Berlin-Adlershof at the electron storage rings 
MLS and BESSY II. A comparison with the last 
complete overview [31] has shown that metrology 
with synchrotron radiation is still a very dynamic 
field of work at PTB, with an increasing depth of 
application and ever increasing importance.
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